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Katarzyna Różniak 

Anna Hulačová, Alienbees, 2021 concrete; pencil on silk Courtesy of the artist and hunt kastner, Prague. Photo Tytus Szabelski.

We are talking in relation to your current e-hibition “Alienbees, save us please?G, which we are pleased to present

at the Arsenal Gallery in Białystok until 10 January 2022. The publication of our conversation is also accompanied

by photographs taken by Tytus Szabelski in your studio, in the countryside near Prague where you’re currently

based. So 2rst I’d like to ask you about how important it is for your work, that you grew up (and live againC in a

rural area@

Actually, I don’t know how important it is for me that I grew up in a rural environment, but in any case there is

something subconsciously rooted there. Otherwise, I don’t think I’d be inclined to move from the city to the

country again. Rural areas are now sort of deserted islands of life in the midst of increasingly to-ic monocultural,

inhospitable farm 2elds or dying forests. When you live in this environment and observe the degradation of your

surroundings, you cannot help but react.

What motivated you to address the historical topic of agricultural industrialization in Czechoslovakia@

When I lived in the city, I had more romantic ideas about the countryside. A kind of search for the mysti&ue of

abandoned places and customs. At the same time, I could still see my father, how passionate yet depressing it

was for him to e-ist as a small farmer in the present day. In the countryside I also feel more intensely the

contemporary problems of the region, and along with that I am also interested in the history of the problems of

agriculture, which is closely linked to collectivisation and industrialisation. So I am motivated mainly by the

stories of small farmers, such as my parents, who went through the past regime and collectivisation, and the

related observation of the state of things around them. The topic of ecology and agriculture is becoming more

and more important to me. And then I work with the search for historical connections and contemporary

conse&uences. In doing so I connect thematic contrasts, like utopia and dystopia.

The titles of the e-hibition and one of the works presented are also connected with your childhood spent in the

countryside in the 90s. Can you tell us where the idea for the “AlienbeesG came from@

Bees are my favourite sub�ect because pollinators are an indicator of the cleanliness of the environment. And it’s

fantastic how bees are able to adapt to changing conditions – there is a uni&ue evolutionary mechanism that

works in them, for e-ample in terms of body transformation in reaction to the parasite varroa mite. I imagine the

to-ic landscape then, as a strange inhospitable universe in which surviving animals have to mutate or transform
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to survive. Like aliens in their own alienated

universe – the landscape. The insect world is also

alien to us in many ways, and I enjoy the idea of

mutant bees reminiscent of the aliens from the

covers of mystery sci 2 maga/ines in the ’90s, when

it was believed in my neighborhood that they made

crop circles. The ’90s are also very interesting in

this regard in terms of society’s perception of the

climate of ecoDcollapse and agroDhistory itself. It’s

as if those emerging crop circles and the idea of

alienDconspiracy obscures the nature of the

planet’s already escalating problems. And instead

we have turned into a kind of e/oteric sci 2 world

of beings who have in3uence over us and will either

destroy us or save us. For the e-hibition at Arsenal,

I had a subtitle in reserve, “When alienDconspiration

gave birth to a mutant of agroDdegradationG. But I

used the shorter “Alienbees, save us, please?G

Why are you asking them to save us@

It sounds like a fanatical prayer to aliens who could

save the planet for us, because we don’t believe we

are capable of doing anything about it. It’s just that

we’ve woken up from the hangover of the ’90s to a

much harsher reality, and in retrospect the circles

in the monocultural grain 2elds seem rather

ridiculous. And the current dystopian mood is really

spot on. However, if I incorporate real earth bees

into the prayer – perceived as aliens, then the

prayer would not have to sound so insigni2cant and

it already makes sense to me.

How long have you been working with the insect theme@ 9o they have a special meaning for you@

Insects are fascinating creatures. Many environmental parado-es are observed especially through  insects – for

e-ample, for a bee, the city is currently a cleaner environment than the countryside, which is surrounded by

2elds treated with pesticides. Beekeepers who have apiaries on the roofs of townhouses in urban areas observe

that, unlike in rural areas, the chemical composition of honey from the city is better.

There is also an interesting history and symbolism of bees in di0erent cultures. In the past, I worked with bees by

placing 2gural sculptures on top of active hives. A part of the bee colony, without the &ueen, peacefully Band

temporarilyC e-panded from the original hive into a cavity in the body of the statue, where it created a new comb

and lived throughout the season. This process is symbolic and is inspired by �reek legends. Honeycombs built by

bees inside the statue replace the entrails, important organs that can symboli/e the soul, as the original

systematic structure inside the body of the statue. The ancient �reeks believed that the bee was a symbol of the

eternity of the soul, immortality and nonDse-uality because, before domestication, bees often lived in the cavities

of dead bodies. Likewise, other ancient cultures associated bees with the immortality of the spirit. The bees that

emerged from the cavities of the dead bodies were seen as ghosts rising back from the kingdom of the dead.

Could you also say something more about the works in which your sculptures become utilitarian, taking the form

of beehives@

Beehives could again be perceived as art objects – sculptures, the purpose of which is not only to beautify the

landscape, but also because the hives are beautiful for their usefulness and ecological function. Following last

year, and in the current state of the climate crisis, I have perceived an overall social desire to move from the

interior to the e-terior, and to breathe cleaner air. The creation of beehives does not have to be perceived solely

Anna Hulačová, Cooperation 4 (Emergency Call), 2021,

concrete; pencil, paint on metal sheet. Courtesy o� the artist

an� hunt kastner, Prague. Photo Tytus Szabelski.
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as a revitalization of folklore or countryside

aesthetics – I do believe that the creation of

sculptures as beehives has untapped potential,

especially with regard to contemporary artistic

approaches. We should also see a big challenge in

that. The potential is also witnessed in the current

revitalization of land art= ecoDpoetic sculptural

realizations in 2elds, meadows, or parks.

In your artistic bio it is rarely mentioned that before

you decided to pursue a career in art you also

studied conservation. Don’t you think that these

studies have signi2cantly in3uenced your artistic

practice@

Yes, I think it has certainly in3uenced me a lot not

only in the craft, but also in how I perceive

historical themes and symbols more as puzzles

that help me add to the conte-t of today. Why do

some things and mistakes keep repeating

themselves, where is the origin of the current state

of civilization@ f course, history is also being

rewritten, but symbolic references in art are still

the greatest rope that allows us to trace the

essence of human deeds and events. Suddenly you

feel as if the past is a possible present and vice

versa>

What historical artistic references are most

important to you in the works@ Could you say

something more about your artistic inspirations@

I like the aesthetics of Soviet Brutalism, it is very

symbolic for me not only because of the material of concrete. Likewise, the topic of the already mentioned

“collectivization”, which is only part of the more comple- concept of industrialization. Historically, the link

between brutalism and collectivisation works primarily through the seizure of the landscape. There are many

industries that su0er from this, from beekeeping to land degradation. Equally, I like to work with the morphology

of �uturism and Czech Civilism, which was a celebration of the emerging industrialism, with tto Guttfreund, for

e-ample, creating man and machine as one. I enjoy transforming this celebration of optimistic, even utopian

visions of the future into a contemporary dystopian reality.

I know you are interested in working with opposing values. You have just described how you turn the historical

utopia of industrialization of agriculture into a contemporary dystopia of environmental degradation. But then,

looking more closely at the role of water in this work, its reincarnative, lifeDgiving potential, I again became

convinced that the overall message was positive, even soothing. Is there also hope in your vision@

As you mention, I want both to be included in the work. Both material and thematic contrasts. And when I

approach a sculpture that represents a dystopian mood, it can still carry a kind of e-aggeration or humor, like life

contained in detail. This humour embedded in the detail is precisely the surviving soul – the life in the concrete

masses.

The same goes for the sculptures you call hybrids or mutants< do you see them as organisms degenerated by

ecological catastrophe or as an opportunity for new, transformative life forms@

Again, both are intended. Animals have a tendency to transform and mutate because that is what ensures their

survival. They either die out or take on a new form of e-istence, albeit in more aggressive forms.

I also have to ask you about the material of the artworks. Why do you choose to work in concrete@

6. Anna Hulačová, Flowers, 2019

Concrete

Courtesy o� t�e artist an� �unt kastner, Prague. P�oto Tytus

Szabelski.
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For me, concrete is a very eco-controversial and symbolic material. It carries a kind of brutality. Its origin is also

very rough and at the same time it is the material we are most often surrounded by. It is everywhere and in all

sectors, and such a commonplace material that is becoming a folk construction material for modern man. On the

other hand, I like fragile, surreal elements, which I like to combine with these brutalist and futuristic aesthetics

and forms. So brutal concrete can be a great base and in combination with other materials, shapes and

thematically produces a refreshing contrast.

Are your works created in closed thematic series@ In Białystok you present sculptures created over the course of

several years, which nevertheless creates a coherent installation, a landscape.

I often work in thematic series, but in recent years it has been the same theme and the individual sculptures

interact with each other, both older and newer, to create an imaginary mutating landscape. Of course I choose

individual sculptures for each Fnew installation landscapeG.

What would you like to work on in the future@

I am still keen to continue developing the theme of agriculture further.

Artist Anna Hulačov�

Exhibition Alienbees, save us, please!

Place / venue Arsenał Gallery Białystok

Dates 19 November 2021–10 January 2022

Curated by Katarzyna Różniak

Photos �ytus Szabelski

Anna Hulačová, Moth Love, 2018, concrete; pencil, paint on metal sheet. Courtesy of the artist an� hunt kastner,

Prague. Photo Tytus Szabelski.

Website galeria-arsenal.pl/en
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Éntomos at Prague City Gallery, Colloredo-

Mansfeld Palace

Ma/ �6 	eld%an Reviews 01 April 2019 ArtReview

Éntomos at Prague City Gallery, Colloredo-Mansfeld Palace 
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The Czech artist Anna Hulačová and her Hungarian contemporary Zsófia Keresztes, both sculptors, share some
grounding ideas; they express them, though, in quite different ways. One mutual reference point for their eerie
sculptures is Surrealism, and the proto-Surrealist fantasies of Hieronymus Bosch, especially The Garden of Earthly
Delights (1490–1500), clearly influence Keresztes’s lurid visions. And that Prague Surrealism, still
underappreciated outside the Czech Republic, inspires both artists is made by the inclusion of František Janoušek
(1890–1943), a significant figure in the movement, to anchor their work in classic Surrealist practice. Éntomos,
named after ἔντομον, the Ancient Greek word for ‘dissection’, ‘insect’ or ‘to offer as a (sacrificial) victim’, places the
sculptures of Hulačová and Keresztes alongside Janoušek’s energetic illustrations for Life of the Bee (1901) by the
Belgian Symbolist poet Maurice Maeterlinck. The magnificent seventeenth-century Colloredo-Mansfeld Palace is
an appropriate location: Janoušek’s drawings are part of the Prague City Gallery collection housed here, and the
building’s Baroque interiors contrast Hulačová and Keresztes’s wild imagination.

Hulačová’s work has changed in recent years. Earlier pieces like Cult of Personality (2016) use wood and
honeycombs, but she’s recently moved towards concrete sculptures and pencil drawings. Despite this shift, her
sculptures still contain recognisably organic figures: human bodies, insects, plantlike things. Their sombre tone
has a darkly humorous edge as her characters appear in the colours of pale flesh, ghostly apparitions or grey
brutalist architecture. Portrait with an Ant (2017), for example, looks from some angles like a typical bust, with
shoulders, a neck, ears and hair made from pale pink ceramic with white streaks. Yet the face, or lack of it, is a
shock, replaced with an almost blank white digital print, a single ant crawling across what would once have been
a forehead.

This work sets the tone for Hulačová’s other works, in which human body parts are replaced with consumer
goods. Series-piece Ascension Mark I (2017), first shown at Frieze London, is just one example of a tool – a rotary
shaver – taking the place of a hollowed-out human head. The creature in Praying Mantis and Rotary Shaver (2017), a
glass box containing these figures made of Super Sculpey polymer clay, glares menacingly out at the viewer,
perched on top of the shaver like a conquered enemy.

Keresztes, meanwhile, is not inspired by humanity’s relation to nature, but virtual reality. She makes nebulous,
fluid creatures from ghoulishly pink, yellow and violet glass mosaic tiles, resembling natural oddities from a
horticulturalist’s dreams mixed with interior design features from the imperial baths in Budapest. The Safety of
Distance (2018) is in portrait format, hanging on the wall, but stubby tentacles protrude from the picture plane as
if reaching out from a portal to another dimension. Altar (Sharing Our Final Belongings) (2018) is a strange creature,
like a monument honouring the third gender of ‘androgynous creatures, with both male and female elements,
descended from the moon’ described in Aristophanes’s speech from Plato’s Symposium. Two congealed, lumbering
slabs of bio-matter appear to hover just aboveground. They have horn- or earlike appendages at the top, and a
lolling yellow tongue dangling just between their ‘heads’. Though the two halves form one creature, they are
constrained by orange ropes with dollops of liquid hanging from the bottom. There are points in the middle
where the creature’s clumpy ‘arms’ and ‘legs’ are coiled with rope and swollen like clotted flesh.

Hulačová and Keresztes’s works stand and fall with the current fashionable interest in the Anthropocene. Though
this makes their interventions timely, they are both joining and competing with many other artists in
questioning whether it is even worth representing human bodies in any conventional sense. The stakes of this
kind of work are, nevertheless, shared by all of us, since we all face unprecedented conditions. Not only are we all
overwhelmed by ‘cyberblitz’, but the whole species is threatened by ecological crisis, which has already seriously
damaged the insect and bee populations necessary to support natural life as we know it. Portrait with an Ant and
Altar…, in particular, ask if the reimagination and reconfiguration of organic life is a threat or, perhaps,
something to be embraced as a way to survive impending disaster.

Éntomos at Prague City Gallery, Colloredo-Mansfeld Palace, Prague, 21 November – 3 March 
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By Ginanne Brownell Mitic

March 27, 2019

PRAGUE — For the Czech sculptor Anna Hulacova, sometimes art is a family affair.

Her husband, Vaclav Litvan, whom she met when they were students at Prague’s Academy of Fine Arts and who is also a sculptor,
sometimes works with her on the technical side of her pieces, and he often helps install her works in museums and galleries for
shows.

Her aunt, Zdenka Kucerova, who is a beekeeper back in Ms. Hulacova’s home village of Kasejovice (about a 90-minute drive
southwest of Prague), has also had a hand in helping the 34-year-old artist with her conceptual art over the years. They designed a
way for Ms. Hulacova to put some of her works, with hollowed-out middles, on top of beehives so the bees over time created intricate
honeycombs inside the cavities of her sculptures. Ms. Hulacova — a keen environmentalist — and her aunt also made sure that once
the sculptures were removed, there was little disruption to the bees and hives.

Meanwhile, her father, Josef Hulac, a furniture restorer and farmer, and her brother, Jan Hulac, have done intarsia (a form of wood
inlay similar to marquetry) work for a few of her installations. A wooden skateboard and table, where they used 15 different types of
wood including cherry, oak, mahogany and ash, were part of the installation “Graceful Ride,” which was exhibited last year at
Kunstraum, a London gallery.

“They enjoyed doing it,” Ms. Hulacova said, adding that she paid her father and brother for their work. “Especially my father, because
he could finally return to his best techniques, which was a cherry on top for him.”

A Czech Artist Sends Her Message to Hong Kong

Artist Anna Hulacova in an undated photograph. Peter Fabo, via Hunt Kastner

A Czech Artist Sends Her Message to Hong Kong
The New York Times, March 27, 2019
Ginanne Brownell Mitic
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At Art Basel Hong Kong, Ms. Hulacova’s work “Pathetic Poetic,” an installation that includes not only her own sculpted concrete
pieces but also her father and brother’s skateboard and table (and their intarsia wooden bookshelves), will be featured in the
Discoveries sector of the fair. It’s something of a coup for Ms. Hulacova, as well as for her gallery, Hunt Kastner (the first Czech
gallery to show at Art Basel Hong Kong), because it is a chance for her work to be seen by collecting and curating circles across Asia.
Though her work has been featured at other big-name art fairs including Frieze London in 2017, she hasn’t had much of a presence
outside Europe, though she will also take part in the Aichi Triennale in Japan starting in August.

However, Ms. Hulacova has increasingly become a name not only in her own country, winning Czech Artist of the Year 2017, but also
across the Continent as well. She has been featured in a number of European solo exhibitions, including one in Paris at the Fondation
Louis Vuitton from October 2018 to January 2019.

She has also participated in a several group exhibitions including, also in Paris, the Palais de Tokyo’s “Another Banana Day for the
Perfect Fish” and in last year’s Baltic Triennial in Lithuania where her “Underworld Upside Down” received much critical praise.
Another group show, “Entomos: Hulacova-Keresztes-Janousek,” closed this month at the Colloredo-Mansfeld Palace in Prague.

Adeline Ooi, the Asia director for Art Basel, said the whole point of the Discoveries sector was to introduce up-and-coming artists to a
new broader Asian market.

“When we discussed the project, it jumped out,” she said of Ms. Hulacova’s “Pathetic Poetic” installation. “It stood apart from
everybody else in its own way. It rang with a certain kind of honesty, and it was distinct, and you could not say no to this.”

As a child, Ms. Hulacova loved to model in clay, and her father sometimes let her practice carving in his studio. As a teenager, she was
sent to school to learn traditional woodworking. While she enjoyed the experience, she realized that her real love was more
contemporary, so at 18 she moved to Prague to study art — something that her family supported but didn’t really understand at first.

“They didn’t know that art can be a serious job,” the shy artist said with a chuckle. “It was quite funny when I found out that I would
go on a residency to Strasbourg and my grandfather started to cry because he could not believe that someone would pay for me to be
staying somewhere.”

While at art school, she found she was interested in juxtaposing not only sculptural styles, like classical with conceptual, but also
working with different materials, aspects that she experiments with in her current work. However, a number of her professors felt
that her work was too provincial and naïve.

Ms. Hulacova’s, “Underworld Upside Down,” 2018. Andrej Vasilenko, via Hunt Kastner

A Czech Artist Sends Her Message to Hong Kong
The New York Times, March 27, 2019
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“They didn’t understand it,” said Kacha Kastner, one of two North American expat co-founders of Hunt Kastner. “In the Czech 
Republic, there is a strong post-conceptual bent and at that time no one was making figurative sculpture, and so I think it took longer 
for people to jump on the bandwagon. But maybe that is a good thing.”

What makes Ms. Hulacova’s work stand out, say critics and curators who have worked with her, is that combination of seemingly 
incongruous themes, concepts and materials that on paper seem like a bizarre mishmash yet somehow, once combined, create a 
powerful and stimulating body of work. They include brutalist architecture and Central European folklore to Greco-Roman mythology, 
Surrealism, Futurism and science fiction — all represented through things like wood, concrete, honeycomb and digital prints.

“Through this ambiguous yet playful mix of inspirations, techniques and materials,” Yoann Gourmel, one of the curators of “Another 
Banana Day for the Perfect Fish,” wrote in an email, “she successfully merges in her own distinctive language the local with the 
global, the past with the present, the organic with the digital, without any distinction or sense of hierarchy.”

The combination, much of which Ms. Hulacova said comes out of her anger over things she finds unjust, including issues around loss 
of animal and insect habitats, often also mixes the optimistic with the pessimistic, so while some find her works grotesque and 
disturbing, others find them playful and beguiling.

“People do not realize her works have a deep social commentary,” Ms. Kastner said. “When she is angry, she sees a situation, like 
problems with the environment that people are not addressing, and she feels she has to do something.”

Her art must be touching a nerve. “There is a wave of tensions in her work that make it absolutely mesmerizing,” said Vincent 
Honore, who curated last year’s Baltic Triennial. “She is an extraordinary artist.”

A concrete sculpture included in Ms. Hulacova’s installation at Art Basel Hong
Kong Michal Czanderle, via Hunt Kastner

A Czech Artist Sends Her Message to Hong Kong
The New York Times, March 27, 2019
Ginanne Brownell Mitic
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Interview with Marina Dacci and Krištof
Kintera | Hidden Beauty, Z2O, Rome

"My aspiration, as well as that of Krištof, was for this exhibition to become a sort of star

constellation and therefore there is a sort of search for complementarity, a sort of open reading of

space and vision, on the sense of beauty."

April 21, 2018

Vasco Forconi

Text and interview by Vasco Forconi -

From the meeting between Marina Dacci, Sara Zanin and Krištof Kintera, Hidden Beauty is born, a collective

that reflects on the act of seeking beauty as an essential element both in artistic practice and above all in that of

daily crossing of reality. The exhibition collects recent works by four artists originally from �rague who, despite

the profound difference in their respective researches, are here linked by a common attitude towards the

existing, plumbed not in search of a canonical beauty but in the constant attempt to reactivate the look and

experience.

Anna Hulačováthrough alchemical drawings and sculptures with unrecogni.able faces, he proposes an

investigation into identity that becomes complex and stratified. Faces disappear and are replaced by digital prints

or by superimposing sculptural fragments, making mystery, of vague metaphysical memory, the privileged place

for the search for beauty.

Kristof Kintera, also active in the role of co-curator of the exhibition, proposes sculptural and installation

interventions that reflect on the idea of artificial nature, made using the assembly of waste materials and

projecting an idea of beauty which, in its radical mingling with the reality, it also opens up to the dirty and

decadent bass. In addition to the interventions in the gallery, Kintera installs his works within numerous

commercial activities in the neighborhood, offering the public an experience of non-contemplative and

disseminated art. 

Pavla Scerankováreflects on the perception and the relationship between the subject and the space that

surrounds him. In his sculptures and installations, furnishings and everyday objects are dissected or blown up

into a thousand fragments as if to record the tension impressed on them by the surrounding space, thus

transforming them into as many measuring devices of the space itself. Richard Wiesner's 

research, set on a decidedly more intimate register, it works on the transformation of objects bearing a memory

that is about to vanish. On the occasion of the exhibition he exhibits a series of sculptures in which furniture,

tools and appliances belonging to an elderly citi.en of �rague are incorporated into complex conformations of

resin, which by canceling their functionality effectively preserve the intrinsic memory of the object.

"The exhibition is a small theater of different looks and artefacts, in part complementary, which however

have a common denominator) the tension, the need to rediscover and invent some new form of Beauty

every day, to feel" in the world "and live with it. even in unexpected ways. 

We are not interested in giving a label to "what is Beauty” - rivers of words have been written on the subject

- but how to use new eyes to discover that hidden beauty that we often do not see or do not consider as a

fundamental part of our existence. 

It is a beauty, sometimes with a capital "b" but most of the time small, traceable in negligible details and (

or in humble situations in which our memory, imagination, dream, experimentation help us to restore them

a universal meaning, albeit through subjective canons, a highly validating and non-stereotyped meaning on

what makes us feel we can live an authentic experience. Also for this reason part of the exhibition, for the

works of one of the artists present, is proposed as a "treasure hunt" in unexpected places to go and where

to wear "new glasses" ». (text from press release!
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ATP: Let's start with the title of the exhibition hidded Beauty ( Beauty Hidden ): what does it mean

today question the value of beauty?

Marina Dacci: This is the question I asked all four artists present in the exhibition, because it was interesting for

me to have from them not so much a definition of beauty as to understand how they could find it and how

important it was in their research. And they gave me different answers, but in the end this difference coagulated

into a single aspect, in my opinion very interesting, which is to work on the idea of the cancellation of stereotypy,

that is, of this way that we normally have to meet our ordinary and try to use other pairs of glasses to read things.

Each in their own way, because everyone is focused on their own path, but it is also interesting to have different

needs and different approaches to arrive at the same common point.

ATP: �n the �atalo� that a��ompanies the exhibition2 as� ea�h of the artists .if beauty is ne�essary/

and they all answer absolutely affirmatively. This partly surprised me….

MD: Absolutely yes, it is not a curious thing, because in my opinion the meaning of life is to accept the idea of 

mystery, and beauty is constituted by the idea of mystery. Accepting the mystery in my opinion means entering a

dimension every time, in a sort of pool where you swim, put on goggles, open your arms and wait for something

to come towards you ... and your attitude, because this is the problem fundamental is the attitude of looking at

things. In the smallest, most banal, stupid things up to the most important things. Every day, I wrote it and I keep

repeating it because I also live it personally as a human being, we are trapped by the fact that everything we

meet we try to fit it into our cognitive maps, it is all functional to something that we need to control . Beauty

comes unexpectedly you cannot control it, you just have to open up and live it and take a kind of breath. So the

idea is precisely this, how it is possible today to put together our daily life and an attitude towards research,

because we are made of everyday life. In a world where ideology dies, a whole host of other things die, the

important thing is to live in the little everyday life and open up without barriers to what can enter, and let it in.

This exhibition is not about beauty, it is about the process in which you put yourself, in a posture, for which it is

possible that you perceive it. how is it possible today to put together our daily life and an attitude towards

research, because we are made of everyday life. In a world where ideology dies, a whole host of other things

die, the important thing is to live in the little everyday life and open up without barriers to what can enter, and let

it in. This exhibition is not about beauty, it is about the process in which you put yourself, in a posture, for which

it is possible that you perceive it. how is it possible today to put together our daily life and an attitude towards

research, because we are made of everyday life. In a world where ideology dies, a whole host of other things

Hidden Beauty, 2018 - Installation view, room 3 - z2o Sara Zanin Gallery, Rome - Courtesy z2o Sara Zanin Gallery, Rome, ph. by Giorgio Benni

—

die, the important thing is to live in the little everyday life and open up without barriers to what can enter, and let

it in. This exhibition is not about beauty, it is about the process in which you put yourself, in a posture, for which

it is possible that you perceive it.

ATP: How did you collaborate with this grou of artists from Prague? And why the choice to e(hibit

them here in Rome?

MD: The choice was born from a meetin� with Krištof Kintera, and Sara Zanin. Krištof offered us names and told

us why he had chosen them. Obviously then also epidermal and sensitivity factors play a role, evocative. I was
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interested in having different visions. Krištof is now working on this very interesting theme of artificial nature but

also on the problem of making art accessible and usable to everyone, but I was also interested in recovering a

female vision with another process, like that of Pavla Sceranková. Pavla worked with astrophysicists, starting to

reflect on the relationship with molecular dissolution. For many years he has worked on this category of space

and time trying to redefine it and not mechani.e it, and then to deconstruct and rebuild it through the personal

perception system. On the other hand, we have a more intimate work, albeit with social reflections, that of

Richard Wiesner and Anna Hulačová. Richard worked on a very specific trendH he entered the Prague apartment

owned by an elderly electrician, who is currently hospitali.ed, and who among other things was one of those

who facilitated communication with the British during the Second World War, creating radio communication

systems. This gentleman says “I don't want my whole life, all my experience and my objects to be lost. I want

them to continue living beyond me ”. that of Richard Wiesner and Anna Hulačová. Richard worked on a very

specific trendH he entered the Prague apartment owned by an elderly electrician, who is currently hospitali.ed,

and who among other things was one of those who facilitated communication with the British during the Second

World War, creating radio communication systems. This gentleman says “I don't want my whole life, all my

experience and my objects to be lost. I want them to continue living beyond me ”. that of Richard Wiesner and

Anna Hulačová. Richard worked on a very specific trendH he entered the Prague apartment owned by an elderly

electrician, who is currently hospitali.ed, and who among other things was one of those who facilitated

communication with the British during the Second World War, creating radio communication systems. This

gentleman says “I don't want my whole life, all my experience and my objects to be lost. I want them to continue

living beyond me ”. creating radio communication systems. This gentleman says “I don't want my whole life, all

my experience and my objects to be lost. I want them to continue living beyond me ”. creating radio

communication systems. This gentleman says “I don't want my whole life, all my experience and my objects to be

lost. I want them to continue living beyond me ”.

So Richard, who was not a friend of this person, tried, in an absolutely lyrical way, to encapsulate these objects,

to manage them as if they were artifacts to stop their dissolution over time, transforming the functionality of the

object and reifying it through another type of language. . So there are this kind of crystals, satellites or parts of

objects that are incorporated in resins or in any case in artificial materials with the aim of giving them new life.

Hanna instead constitutes a crossing pointbetween his experience in the Far East, between working on the folk of

his nation, and experimenting with new materials and new media. The drawings we have chosen for this

exhibition are all somewhat alchemical drawings, because they reflect on the microcosm, on the little things of

everyday life, bringing them back to the macrocosm. I almost seem to see a book from the 06//s that talks about

the organi.ation of space and the cosmos.

ATP: Selecting works that address the issue of beauty (however hidden) is a daunting task. What

principles did you refer to?

Hidden Beauty, 2018 - Installation view, room 1 z2o Sara Zanin Gallery, Rome - Courtesy z2o Sara Zanin Gallery, Rome, ph. by Giorgio Benni

—

MD: Of these artists we tried to respect what was the core of their research, we did not select marginal worksF My

aspiration, as well as that of Krištof, was for this e,hibition to become a sort of star constellation and therefore

there is a sort of search for complementarity, a sort of open reading of space and vision, on the sense of beautyF

So it is not a linear path, there is never anything that confirms a one;way reading, but they are different ways,

feelings, e,periences of doing researchF Selecting the works wasn't that difficult in the endF Imagining what could

be a dialogue between Wiesner's telescope with Hanna's drawings, rather than between Pavla's work of

deconstructing small objects, cutting and cutting, with Krištof's work, which is always a scientific work, because it

e,periments with materials and deals with the discourse of matter as something that from inorganic can become

organic and becomes our landscape, it seemed to us a very natural and very fluid way of putting ourselves in

different positions and looking realityF What interests me in this operation is an attitude, a postureF
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ATP: Posture is also something anatomical, why are you talking about it precisely in relation to

beauty?

MD: Because I believe that when you travel the world looking for confirmation of what you already think or the

things by which you have been conditioned, you can find nothing but egoic confirmations, useless from a certain

point of view. Then beauty is something lyrical, something inexplicable, mysterious but it is a reason for living

because it makes you vibrate together with the universe, with the world in which you belong. So posture is the

ability to keep oneself open, not in a didactic way but without overly conceptual grids. Posture is not something

anatomical it is also something psychological. It is the ability to understand that you can perceive the world

through a synaesthetic attitude,

ATP: 
egarding the concept o� 0ugly0 ... or 0bass0, as opposed to an e!ually generic and comple(

concept ...

MD: It is not a Catholic counterpoint dialectical role of @you can know good only through what evil is@ but it is

simply a question of vibration. Sometimes the ugly vibrates in a way that is interesting and useful in your life to

be able to read the beautiful. There is a form of vibration even in the ugly that in the end makes you live your

belonging to a real world that incorporates the ugly, as well as the beauty in the canonical sense. I believe that for

Krištof the idea of dirt, the idea of something that descends into the lower levels allows you to understand that

you need to open up and rise, not in a Catholic or religious or moral sense, this is not the point. . The point is

that you vibrate together with things, and you vibrate together with things the world is made of every, and in my

opinion the idea of incorporating the ugly with the beautiful is part of life and you can also find a lyrical aspect in

the ugly. Not because there is the aesthetics of the ugly.

ATP: �risto�, how did you live this e(perience as an artist 4 curator?

Kristof Kintera: It's ambiguous, when I hear a director acting in his own film I ask myself @how does he do it?@

looking through the camera and acting in your own film at the same time? So it seems ambiguous to me. Here,

on the other hand, I was involved as an expert on the Prague art scene. It's something I know better than Marina,

of course. I like this sort of confrontation, because I'm really struck by the willingness to bring something from

our local context to Italy and Rome, and it's something I really appreciate. So when they asked me to do this

exhibition it was a challenge for me, I feel like a kind of guide of the art scene and maybe this was the only and

most important role I played in the project.

Krištof Kintera, Me, waiting in another room, 2009 - shoes, concrete - cm 64 x 40 x 55 - Installation view at Moves Fitness, Rome - Courtesy z2o Sara

Zanin Gallery, Rome, ph. by Giorgio Benni

—

ATP: You have scattered eight works in the neighborhood surrounding the gallery. How were these

places selected? And how did you choose to intervene within them?

KK: I relied on Marina and Sara Zanin on the selection of places, who know the neighborhood and the context of

the spaces very well. Basically I like it when art talks to people who are not insiders, and this is the busiest time.

When you take art for a walk and take it out of the gallery, something happens, something extraordinary. It was

Marina's idea but she knew that in my recent projects I was already working on this, on the idea of art taking a

stroll, in shop windows. For me it is not a new experiment, but it is here in Rome.

H�DDEN BEAUTY:

Anna Hulacová, Kristof Kintera, Pavla Sceranková, Richard Wiesner

curated by Marina Dacci and Kristof Kintera 
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‘Éntomos: Hulačová – Keresztes – Janoušek’ at

Prague City Gallery

This exhibition presents two young sculptors who are rising Central European starsA the Czech

artist Anna Hulačová and her Hungarian contemporary Zssra Keresztes. Both develop the

Surrealist tendencies that culminated in the 1930s, therefore the artists have invited František

Janoušek (1890–1943), a prominent Czech Surrealist, as their “guest”. Janoušek’s 1939

illustration for Maeterlinck’s book The Life of the Bee is housed in the collections of the Prague

City Gallery, and the name of the exhibition refers to the ancient Greek term “éntomos”, the

plural of which, “éntoma”, was later used to mean “insects”. Both artists see in today’s

environmental crisis, when bees and other insects are dying, the precursor of a manmade

disaster. Zssra Keresztes explores the theme of selfFdevouring and Anna Hulačová deals with

the symbiosis of manand insects. Éntomos is their rrst joint exhibition.

The name of the exhibition etymologically refers to the original ancient Greek term “éntomos”.

Its translation into Latin as “insectum” was rrst mentioned in the writings of Pliny the Elder,

Natural History. Pliny freely follows from Aristotle, who studied the unity of the soul of a

“dissected insect” which lives further even if cut asunder. Éntomos in the original ancient

Greek literally means “cut into sections” and in plural even “sacrirces o1ered to the gods”.

Zssra Keresztes and Anna Hulačová have created a new installation for the exhibition placed in

the central room, reminiscent of the wellFknown triptych The Garden of Earthly Delights by

Hieronymus Bosch (1903–1904), whom Surrealists considered to be one of their predecessors.

‘Éntomos: Hulačová – Keresztes – Janoušek’ at Prague City Gallery
Blok Magazine, December 26, 2018
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The bodies, in Zssca Keresztes’s interpretation, cannibalize themselves. As she explains, �Their

anatomy can be interpreted as the totems andmascots of a cctional 21st-century religion.

These tools act as masks for rituals that help the users transcgure themselves into a diierent

state of mind.”

A certain religiosity is also contained in the oeuvre of Anna Hulačov�. Two years ago she

worked with linden wood and honeycombsB at present she makes sculptures of concrete and

complements them with drawing inpencil. She recnes and illustrates the raw material.

Hulačov� herself says about her sculptures, �There is an internal contradiction manifested by

the material contrast between the contradictions of wet/dry, 3at/curved, historical/futuristic,

gentle/brutal.” Hulačov�’s imaginary cgures have faces that are usually covered by themasks

that make up their characters. In the bodies of these organisms, whose forms are transformed

into the form of a man, insect or plant, there are cavities where the organic substance livesA �It

is the primary layer of life embodying nature, the basic essence within their bodies. Like a soul,

an intangible element, which can be a kind of primitive DNA code,” Anna Hulačov� summarizes

her current production.

These artists complement each other. Anna Hulačov�’s art is earthier, more temperate in terms

of color, often monochromatic and strongly related to nature in terms of the material chosen

(wood, honeycombs, sandE. Hulačov� develops the classical cgural tradition. On the other hand,

the starting point of the Hungarian artist Zssca Keresztes is virtual reality. She opts for

multicolored glass mosaics in pastel hues which cover her amorphous creatures, androgynous

avatars whose pink bodies are made of lightweight extruded polystyrene, like a skin. The

avatars make their appearance as warriors who have come to life in the real world. It is no

accident that their name is derived from the Hindu term �avatāra”, representing the earthly

incarnation of a deity. �hile Hulačov�’s characters come from the real world, here the

characters aretransformed into diierent forms entirely.

Zssca Keresztes explores the theme of virtual cannibalism. Anna Hulačov� deals primarily with

the natural symbiosis of man and insects, which has degenerated as a result of ecological

changes into �self-devouring”of mankind. Éntomos is the crst joint exhibition where these two

artists are meeting in person.

Artist Anna Hulačov�, Zssce Keresztes, František Janoušek

Exhibition Éntomos: Hulačová – Keresztes – Janoušek

Place /

venue

Prague City Gallery

Dates 21 November 241< – 3 March 241=

Curated by Sandra Baborovská

‘Éntomos: Hulačová – Keresztes – Janoušek’ at Prague City Gallery
Blok Magazine, December 26, 2018
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20 December 20��	 �0��� CET

Performer I & Anna Hulačová hunt kastner � Pra!ue

The joint project of Anna Hulačová and Jiří Příhoda is a contemporary artistic probe into the environment of folk culture, pagan customs and

religion.

The project is not only dedicated to artistic cooperation, but also to cooperation in the narrowest sense. At the e5hibition at the Hunt Kastner

Gallery in Prague, Jiří Příhoda represents several roles at once - artist, curator, architect of the e5hibition and the teacher himself, as Hulačová

studied under his guidance at the Academy of �ine Arts in Prague. His work, which is often characterized by monumentality and architectural

elaboration, here depends on the sculptural design of Anna Hulačová. This author dominates with her interest in ornament, craft and folklore,

and also e5cels in an interesting selection of materials for her sculptural realizations. It has a ritual function of tattooing, which we can feel, for

e5ample, from the faces of Maori chiefs.

In the direction of the architecturally determined route, the spectator enters a kind of open-air museum, which is tted into the gallery space.

At times, he has the impression that he nds himself in a fairy tale about Otesánek, but he is also a participant in witch hunts. Elsewhere, it

clashes with the natural cult of prehistoric peoples or just with a drawing on a contemporary aluminum sausage tray. The rawness and

narration of the individual statues evoke a feeling of fear of discovering our ancient roots and at the same time an ancient e5perience with

pagan rituals. Site-speci c architecture, which is an unobtrusive sculpture by Jiří Příhoda, becomes, at rst sight, a pedestal for the author's

sculptures. The gures set in the e5hibition architecture tell the story of the spirituality and symbolism of long-e5tinct folk traditions, to which

we turn sporadically. What is the signi cance of religion or ritual today? Isn't it just an empty concept?

The e5hibition project Interpreter I & is not just one interpretation on an in�nite line of possible interpretations. As a spectator, as an artist, as a

probable discourse that will evoke ever-growing and evolving views on cultural identity. One thing is clear, however - neither Hulačová nor

Příhoda prevents us from doing so; on the contrary, they are shamans in modern times.

Artist I. & Anna Hulačová view of the installation, hunt kastner gallery, Prague, ���� photo: Ondřej Polák.

Performer I & Anna Hulačová hunt kastner / Prague 
Flash Art, December 20, 2015
Tereza Záchová
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